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RUN 1891 
Saturday 7th January 2023 

No Hope, Singha 

Baan Lipon - Northeast of Heroines 

Monument 
 

 

          

 Phuket Hashers 83, Virgins 7, Visitors 14, Visiting Hashers 2 

 

The Pre-Run 

Laager site was Paper’s extended garden outside her house. Nice and green, shady and big juicy 

mosquitos.  A big turn out with many long term hashers coming out of the woodwork and making a welcome 

return.  Numbers also swelled by the three V’s . 

 

The Run and Hares 

Hares this week were No Hope and Singha ably assisted by Thumb in the Bum as Hash Horn.  Run was 

on multi-colour paper with a bit of blue for the short cut. Singha also explained that for those who were 

feeling less fit they could just follow the track and join the trail later.  For the rest who were prepared to take 

on the hill there were promises of a visit to a fairground and a ‘lovely view’. 

 

It was quite a pull at the start which then turned into a series of up and downs with far reaching views to the 

Phuket east coast and beyond.  So Singha was for once true to his word.  As per usual by the time we 

started to descend to the lower levels the horn was becoming quite faint sound in the far distance although it 

was clear they were somewhere in the valley below.  At this point we were running (if you believe that) on a 

track running along the side of the hill but no indication as to how you get down the side of the hill – 

eventually the paper ran out and no sign of any pink.  So a double back was required where we eventually 

found the trail that led down into the valley – by his time the horn was virtually a figment of our imagination.  

Any way down we went and were rewarded with a nice run through the valley with nice ponds, a few 

streams to cross and up the other side onto a track leading back in the direction of the laager site.  At this 

point I thought we were reasonably close to home (must have had my female spatial awareness hat on) as 

the return became quite a long drawn out affair with a good stiff climb at the end. We were in well over the 

hour but could see there were still quite a few runners/walkers yet to make it back. More about that later. 

 

 

The Circle 

GM started the circle with the sad news that Lady Spider Legs and Bobby Suks and had both passed on.  

Everybody stood and raised their drinks as a mark of respect to these two longstanding hashers. 

The Hares No Hope and Singha plus Horn Thumb in the Bum were called in and thanked for their efforts 

for this week’s run/ walk and horning 

Jaws came in as Lucky Lek stand-in to do Annoumen 

No announcements offered but eventually Masarap was forced in to say that details of this week’s Iron 

Pussy are on the website. 

 

 



Jaws called in to list the Virgins of which two appeared.  It was quite a messy affair with people smoking, 

not understanding what they had to do etc etc. It eventually got completed through the medium of Fungus 

shouting – a well known tactic to get people to understand. 

 

Visiting Hashers  – One visitor from Phomh Penh hash Sir Fancy Pants. 

 

Returners – Lots of returners called in for a drink. 

 

Hash Naming -  We now have new members Just Fuck Off and Just Twat 

 

Hash Shirts   -      Thumb in the Bum – 25 runs 

-  Joxy Moron – 50 runs 

-  Sheeba  -  777 runs   - She is also now a member of the #AndMeToo movement 

 

Steward Spot - At very short notice (a few seconds) Gobby came in for the Steward Spot.  She first of all 

called in Tinkerbelle and You Darling and accused them of having carnal relations on the run – Secret 

Agent Dick Gobbler (who else!!) came in to verify the evidence. It was apparently proven and there then 

ensued a discussion about a threesome. 

Ejackulator and Creature were invited to explain why his latest Christmas present ( a second stick to go 

with his first one) weren’t working properly and whether they had read the instructions. Ejackulator 

suggested it was pressure from Gobby coming up from behind rather than any failure of the sticks.  

There was other stuff which all led to a great Steward Spot.  Well done Gobby!! 

  

Run Offences etc 

Lots of run offences with many dominated by last week’s Tinmen hash and the dire traffic to get to this 

week’s hash.  Many run offences led by No Hope, Dr. Fucking Jekyll, Piss Drinker, Fungus   Main 

offender was Piss Drinker for a dastardly offence at the Tinmen for which he spent most of the circle on 

the ice. Others were Jaws, Sheeba, Energiser Bunny, Sir Wanda, the Beer Bitches, Too Old Too Fuck, 

Goody Goody Moron, Joxy Moron, Not Long Enough. Offences ranged from offensive parking, stealing 

water, lack of change, making too much noise outside of the circle, inappropriate use of Tinmen shirt, 

boasting etc. There was of course other stuff  

 

Hashit  - Joxy Moron led proceedings for the Hashit.  General consensus was that it was a Good Run and 

everybody agreed. Tootsie remains the Hashit Holder. 

 

GM nearly declared the circle closed just as JC and Paper arrived back from the walk/run. 

 

. 

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

Secondary Sous Scribe 

 www.phuket-hhh.com 

 

http://www.phuket-hhh.com/

